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Christmas Wine and Cheese Social Returns!
Who? Council personally puts on a wine and cheese each
year (COVID excluded)) and we invite all the Village
Residents.
When? Saturday December 10th from 3 till 5ish-ish
What ? A Wine and Cheese to say thank you from your
council, meet your neighbours and celebrate the season
Where? “Eagles Peak”- 196 Crystal Springs (Ian and Nicole)
You do not bring anything or RSVP, simply show up and
enjoy sharing the joy of Christmas with our neighbours and
friends.

Light up the Park
and Santas Visit!
Come on down to the Crystal
Springs Day Park (by the
mailboxes) for a “Light up the
Park” celebration on November 12
at 4:30 pm.
We’ll be serving up hot dogs,
smokies, hot chocolate and
coffee! (You’re welcome to bring
alcoholic drinks to the park.)
At 5:30 pm.,
Santa will arrive with some
goodies in his sack and at 5:30
he’ll flip the switch.
If you are available and able to
help string up lights that afternoon
from 2pm to 4pm, we’d love your
help! Contact Dave Siever at
780-977-3283 or drop by 192 to
let us know if you can help out.

Tree leaves have nutrients
They certainly do, and while potentially great
for plant life, you don’t want them in your lake.
Leeched Poplar leaves when used to replicate
the impact of decaying leaves on phosphorus
levels in water accelerate “eutrophication” and
the growth of algae. Leaves blown into the
water and flowing through runoff can produce
a significant phosphorus content, pointing to
the importance of proper leaf pick-up and
control.
In a few previous years, Council arranged a
“clear bag” leaf pick up, however since the
arranging of access to the County Transfer
Station residents are asked to manage their
own disposal. It isn’t cheap, but costs can be
reduced by partnering with a neighbour.

Snow Removal
The village will be doing its own snow removal this year. With our new
public works department we have been able to purchase a vehicle and
use existing personnel to clean the roads and windrows of snow for the
coming year. This will be for more cost effective for residents and is a
shared venture with the 4 villages on the south side. As it is shared and
new we ask your patience as we get to the roads as quickly as possible.
Should you have any concerns about removal please contact Public
Works (Vince) care of the Village Administration

PUBLIC WORKS CHANGE
With the loss of the THS wastewater contract,
ongoing problems with snow removal,
infrastructure safety concerns and a generally
over-worked Public Works Department, the lake
Villages banded together through the existing
“Joint Services” agreement and hired two new
employees along with the necessary equipment to
do future work “in-house.”

Mr. Vincent Pasemco (left) comes with a strong
background in Public Works and safety and will
serve as Public Works coordinator while Mr.
Klinton Caiin (right) has considerable wastewater
experience, coming from THS. (Note the new
Crystal Springs public works Hats, a “welcome
aboard” gift from Councillors)

Land Use Bylaw Update
We thank all residents for participating in the land use bylaw
consultation process. We received quite a bit of feedback, in
particular in the areas of tree removal, lot ‘density’ and use. We
are awaiting our consultant to return to council with
recommendations for changes to best address the concerns. Once
council receives the recommendations council will once again
circulate the document to residents before the readings at council.

Buoy Placement
Thank you to residents that noted the discrepancies with buoy
placement this year. Some buoys were closer than 100 m and
some were nearly 300 m. It is very difficult to measure distance
to shore when placing the buoys so next year we will use a
electronic rangefinder and follow the government
recommendation of 100m from shore. If the buoys are too far
out people tend to not follow the no wake rule and safety
becomes a real concern.
Thank you to those residents that suggested this to council.

BLUE-GREEN ALGAE - REMEMBER WHEN?
It is 2014 and Pigeon Lake has an unprecedented blue-green algae growth. The lake is green and it
appears as if someone could “walk on water.” The stench is such that owners are not using their
cottages – one family changed their venue away from a shoreline wedding, no-one is on the water let
alone in it, and neighbours are considering the sale of their properties.
That was also the period in which Edmonton media reported extensively on Pigeon Lake, promoting a
reputation that extends to today, where the words “Pigeon” and “Algae” have become synonymous.
That was also the period in which the current three Crystal Springs Councillors along with 8 other
local residents registered the Pigeon Lake Renewal League, (PLRL) wrote an “Action Plan” of
remediation, initiated media and advocacy activity, educated residents, cleaned shorelines and
promoted a Wastewater system. While the PLRL was initially intensely critical of the Pigeon Lake
Watershed Association and the Alliance of Pigeon Lake Municipalities, their joint work on a
“Management Plan” and the election of Rawlinson, LaJeunesse and Gagnon brought the various
organizations together.
By 2019 the group was already seeing change with much of the credit being given to nature -cloudy
skies and winds, but citizen initiatives were also making a difference. “We are absolutely entering a
new era of hope,” suggests Rawlinson, “the water is clear, sandy beaches are pristine, lake crowds
are increasing, properties are selling, the fishing is great and revitalized provincial parks are now
among the best in the province.”
Notwithstanding these good news reports, the media continued with what seemed relentless reports
on Pigeon Lake algae, even though by July 25 of 2019, 21 other Alberta lakes reported algae prior to
Pigeon Lake. In a 2020 letter of frustration to media the PLRL wrote:
“Residents have developed the most comprehensive lake remediation plan in Alberta – and
probably in all of Canada. Go to plwmp.ca. The other reality is that the lake has had crisp,
clear water for two years and it is looking great again this year. There have unfortunately been
previous similar negative reports and the consequences dire in terms of the economy and the
loss of a great recreational resource to Albertans and visitors. As an example, visit the
beautiful Ma-Me-O Beach on a weekend and see the sparse attendance in contrast to the
1960’s. Reports like your recent one are misleading at best and highly damaging at worst.
Edmontonians have a gem at their back door and few know it. I hope you will assign one of
your investigative reporters to see what is really happening at your doorstep.”
Fast forward to 2022 where the “Management Plan” has received an Alberta Emerald environmental
award, a BC Magazine describes Pigeon as having the best beach and water in the province and
where dozens of new initiatives from stronger Land Use Bylaws to fertilizer bans continue to make a
difference. In spite of a very warm late summer where the first cyanobacteria advisory was issued for
Lac LaBiche on June 27th, a Pigeon Lake advisory was not issued untill Sept 12th, the 45th such lake
advisory in the province. And of course, with media attention. Apparently poor reputations are more
difficult to change than poor lake water.

Wetaskiwin County wants input on their development plan
Council encourages you to provide feedback to Wetaskiwin County on their development plan. This Is
a document that guides development in the county. Given the recent feedlot and village west issues it
would be beneﬁcial for you to get involved. Details are below.

The County of Wetaskiwin wants your input as they prepare a new Municipal Development Plan (MDP).
Six public open houses are scheduled across the County where you can learn about the draft MDP, read
the proposed policies, and find out how you can share your perspectives on the plan that will guide land
use and development in the County for the next 10 to 20 years.
The draft Municipal Development Plan (MDP) has been prepared and is available for review here.

MDP Review Open Houses:
○
○
○
○
○
○

Monday, October 17, 2022 - Buck Lake Community Hall
Tuesday, October 18, 2022 - Winfield Agriplex Hall
Wednesday, October 26, 2022 - Falun Community Hall
Thursday, October 27, 2022 - Mulhurst Bay Community Hall
Wednesday, November 2, 2022 - Millet Agriplex Banquet Hall
Thursday, November 3, 2022 - Wetaskiwin Ag Society Barn

All sessions will run from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Unable to attend an open house in-person?
Posters from the Open House can be viewed here. Once you have reviewed the posters please provide
feedback on our online survey. Your feedback will be used to revise and refine the Plan before County
Council formally considers adoption of the MDP.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
Halloween began with the Celtics in Britain, Ireland and the Isle
of Man. The citizens would light large fires to ward off ghosts. A modern
misconception is that it is an extension of the Mexican Dia de los Muerto
holiday, but they are different. The Mexican holiday is Nov 1 and 2 and
held for the purpose of honouring their dead.
Halloween is an event almost exclusively celebrated in Great Britain, the
United States and Canada.
A good way to celebrate a Summer Village Halloween is to visit the C&C
Kozak Haunted Barn at 2- 464018 RR #12 A in Grandview. There is a
concession on site and cash donations are encouraged, with proceeds
to the Lakedell School.

Bits and Pieces
What’s This? Fire insurance for the Fire Department!
Do you know that you not only need fire insurance to protect your home and belongings, but you also need insurance to protect yourself from the firefighting
costs. Most Fire Departments including Pigeon Lake Fire Services will bill homeowners for the costs of fighting your fire. Fortunately most fire protection
policies do cover these costs, but it is highly recommended that homeowners contact their insurer to ensure that is so.

FRANCHISE FEE PROTECTION
The Alberta Municipal Government Act allows municipalities to charge Utility Companies like Fortis a “franchise fee.” It is like
a rent payment for using municipal property. The fees can be as high as 20% on electricity and 35% on gas, although the
average Alberta rate – set annually by cities, towns and villages - is 7%. While the plan may sound like a nice source of
income for municipalities, the truth is that it is just charged back to homeowners. As an example the Town of Cochrane
charges 15% and the Utility then adds back about $11 to that long list of extra charges you will find on your Bill.
At their October meeting the SVCS Council has for the 6th year, kept the Franchise Fee at 0%, describing the fee as a “hidden
tax.”

DOG WASTE STATIONS
Winter is coming, resident numbers are down and so are the number of dogs being walked. It may sometimes be tempting to leave
those smouldering and eventually frozen heaps on the side of the road, but please don’t! Remember that our bylaw requires that all
dogs be leashed. Reports of dog excrement below the dog waste stations are likely an indication of dogs running free.
Dog waste is a health concern and environmental pollutant in the same category as toxic chemicals. In terms of health, a single
gram of dog coliform when analyzed, contains up to 23 million bacteria which are known to cause dysentery, typhoid fever and
hepatitis.
And while it may not seem like that in February, it will thaw, causing lawn burns and creating nutrients for weeds. The fecal
contaminants also flow into Pigeon Lake contributing to algae growth.
So, kindly use the new dog waste stations and “Pick Up Please.”

BOAT LIFT STORAGE
Storing privately owned lifts on municipal property (“designated parks”) is permissible under section 5.4 (b) of the current Land
Use Bylaw. The parks include Meadowlark, Eagle View the Day Park and Bluebird. Many lake front municipalities charge a fee
for that benefit (Sylvan, Gull) but Crystal Springs has only two conditions – that the lift is marked with the owners name and
contact information and is returned to the water by June 15. Effective 2022, owners must also comply with provincial “mooring
standards.” These structures are admittedly not pretty and residents are urged to work together to minimize site use and visual
obstruction.

Pavillion Use
New residents may not be aware that the new Pavillion in the Day Park is available for private outdoor functions and celebrations.
Equipped with window curtains to block the north-west winds and powerful overhead heaters, the new building can serve as a
great gathering spot following a winter ski, skate or snowmobile run.

Recent law and policy changes also allow the use of alcohol between the hours of 11 a.m and 9 p.m – this park only. Go to
crystalsprings.ca for the Pavillion Community Use Policy. Private reservations with heat and light will cost $100 plus a refundable
security deposit and can be made through the Village office. Functions open to the entire community are free of charge.

Winter Water Levels
Pigeon Lake appears quite low after weeks of unusually warm weather, but there should be nothing to worry about. As most residents
know, in spite of its size the lake has no major river inflow and is fed by several streams, one creek and many ditches from a relatively
small drainage area. The maximum lake depth is about 7 meters with annual water levels largely determined by snow pack runoff and
spring rain. Offsetting these inflows is evaporation that is high in hot weather like this past summer and fall.
Recorded mean daily water levels since 1955 show a fluctuation of over 3 ft, with the average annual water level at the end of July at
2,785 feet above sea level. The 2021 end of July water elevation was only about 4 inches higher than the average since 1955. The
2020 end of July water elevation was some 8 inches higher than the average level with the 2021 level 4 inches higher than the average.
While official information is not available for 2022, levels appeared comparable to 2021. Recent levels are up to 17 inches higher than
the 2019 low level.
Although each year presents a different set of climatic conditions, there is a typical seasonal trend. Prior to the ice coming off the lake,
the snow melting in the watershed generates a large surface inflow called a “freshet.” The snowfall this winter therefore will be important
with thawing lasting from a few days to several weeks with a gradual increase in levels from breakup until July and then steadily
declining. Evaporation, the major source of water loss runs from May to August with evaporation of up to 4 inches in each of July and
August.
Residents generally desire higher water levels however if too high they pose significant risk to shoreline erosion, flooding and ice thrusts
in the winter. For example, a 1990 storm caused Pigeon Lake to rise 12.2 inches between July 1st to 4th. Water drained off through a
Weir built in 1914 and rebuilt in 1956 was unable to control levels at that time and it remains controversial, draining valuable inches
when levels reach the 1955 average. A September 2022 meeting of Municipal Mayors has asked Alberta environment to maintain higher
levels.
In summary, the low winter level is average and may protect homes against ice jamming . A winter snow with a solid Spring freshnet
and a higher Weir should provide yet another year of great summer recreation in 2023.

Pigeon Lake Weir.

Winter Security
Alberta RCMP report that October and November are the beginning
of break and enters to Alberta summer cabins and recreational
homes with May having the second highest month for break and
enters.
The police suggest a few things you can do to help protect your
property:
· Trim shrubs and trees to create clear sight lines
· Install timers on interior lights
· Bring home or arrange off-site storage for expensive tools and toys
. Remove all alcohol and drugs
· Post signage stating that alcohol and valuables have been removed
· Install motion sensor lights outside
· Put away items like ladders that can be used for access
If feasible install a security system as they can provide almost
immediate reports of a problem.
At a minimum, it is a good idea to have someone check the property
periodically. Residents are also reminded to report any illegal activity to
police, even if you are skeptical that they can do anything. Ma-Me-O
beach for example had a rash of home invasions and resident threats
and when their Council attempted to increase the local police presence,
they were told police stats did not see the area as having a problem.

Confined Feedlot Update
The placement of a Confined Feedlot Operation (CFO) on our West shores would have been
disastrous for this area on so many fronts. Fortunately, residents banded behind the Pigeon
Lake Watershed Association (PLWA) and a robust, science based and politically charged
opposition did the trick. The CFO was denied by the Natural Resources Conservation Board on
Aug 31st. G &S Cattle then appealed the decision, but on Sept 22nd that too was dismissed
noting that the application “had little merit.” Detail regarding both decisions can be found on the
PLWA web site. If an application is not made to the Courts the matter is now “dead.” If an
application is made, the community is prepared for an aggressive opposition.
West shore cattle however, remain a problem. G & S Cattle owns considerable land in the
region and they now have an “Intensive Livestock Operation” including buffalo with no
government oversight and excrement that clearly flows into a creek, streams, groundwater and
ultimately Pigeon Lake.
The County is now writing a new Municipal Development Plan (MDP) that is essentially their
land use blueprint for the next decade. Several of the South Villages including SVCS are
attempting to influence it, hoping to prohibit any future cattle operation within the watershed. If
successful, the new MDP policy would still not apply retroactively to that land mass unless it
were sold.

Some important links for you to SAVE!
I have a problem or alarm with my sewer, who do I call?
https://crystalsprings.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Wastewater-Contact.pdf

What can I put in my blue bag?
https://crystalsprings.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/GFL-Blue-Bag-Garbage-Tote-Items.p
df

When is recycling?
https://crystalsprings.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Crystal-Springs-Waste-Collection-Sc
hedule-2022-REVISED-VERSION.pdf

VILLAGE WEST PARTIALLY POSTPONED
While we have nothing concrete we have heard from a credible
source that the plan by Terrimere Development to expand the
“Pigeon Lake Village” with 270 RV lots (later reduced to 252) and
recreational amenities may have been placed on hold “due to
market conditions.” The commercial component including a
hotel, rental cottages, spa, conference centre, restaurant and
brew pub may still proceed if wastewater disposition can be
arranged.
Crystal Springs Council expressed concern regarding the
residential portion of the plan citing concerns with the plan
magnitude, environmental impact, lake access, boat mooring,
ground water and traffic safety. Council took no position on the
proposed commercial development. We will continue to keep you
informed of any potential development in the area.

WE HATE TO LOVE THEM!
Speed Humps! A bit like Buckley’s cough syrup. “awful, but it works.” While we don’t yet have hard data,
our anecdotal information is that both traffic numbers and speeds are way down. So while most of us like
the results, no-one prefers the drive. Humps are different from the original bumps in that they are lower
and wider in an attempt to reduce both jarring and noise and they seem to work.

Many residents will know that about a year ago, Council did a survey asking for your advice as to what
“traffic calming” methods you would support. Speed humps were at the top of the list and residents have
been true to their word. Only a handful of concerns have been relayed to Council with the majority of
complaints coming from Grandview and Poplar Bay homeowners. And for those of you that slip around the
trees at the East entrance in order to avoid humps, please be careful of pedestrians and vehicles, know
that you are kicking up gravel and you might want to be aware that it is taking you even longer than
navigating the humps. Thank you
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